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Abstract
A stochastic vacuum model description of the heavy meson is discussed
in the context of a gauge-invariant approach where Wilson loop expectation
values appear naturally in the Hamiltonian. The expectation values are deter-
mined by standard functional methods, resulting in a Hamiltonian at variance
with the one generally agreed upon in the literature. Reasons for the discrep-
ancy are discussed.
1 introduction
It was the work of Leutwyler and Voloshin some years ago in the context of the sum
rule formalism that rst suggested the fundamental nonlocality of nonperturbative
interactions between the quarks of a hadron [1]. Leading eects were later shown
proportional to a gluon condensate [2] thereby excluding the possibility of a purely
local description. In a separate line of development Wilson’s lattice work [3] led to
the well-known area law as a qualitative formulation of color connement. There
gauge invariance of the hadronic state is the guiding principle. There too what is
fundamental is the presence of a nonlocality - the Wilson loop.
In the stochastic vacuum model (svm) of Dosch and Simonov [4] we nd both
salient features, mutually complementary, where area law asymptotics follow from
a non-zero gluon condensate. Active gluon degrees via the eld’s correlation length
measured against Q Q correlations also come into the picture. This in such a way
that the model accounts too for intermediate as well as short-range perturbative
coulombic behavior.
The aim of the present article is to describe the reduction of the svm to an
eective O(v2) interaction Hamiltonian for the heavy Q Q state. In fact a general
reduction in terms of Wilson loop expectation values (ev) has already been carried
out [5], thus leaving as the main focus of this study only the ev evaluations them-
selves. Reduction procedures are implemented, as sketched out in the appendix, in
brutally direct algebraic terms.
The results are at variance with those reported elsewhere in the literature [6, 7, 8,
9]. Discrepancy in spin dependence is traced to a question regarding the functional
degrees of freedom inherent in the Wilson loop: whether they are those of the loop
itself or rather of an area bounded. A similar question has been addressed recently
in connection with the minimal area law [10].
Spin independent dierences are presumed to lead from divergent assumptions
regarding quark motion about the loop. No such assumptions whatever are made
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in the present work.
2 functional variation and the svm
From a Foldy-Wouthysen reduction of the gauge invariant Q Q 4-point function the
O(m−2) interaction Hamiltonian of [5] is given in terms of the Wilson loop



























(L1  s2 − L2  s1)V
0
2(r)=r (1)Z







where Darwin and hyperne terms, not relevant to the present discussion, are omit-
ted. Key to this approach therefore is the evaluation of the six independent expec-

























; w  u− v
where the integrals are evaluated over instantaneous straight-line surfaces: (ui =
sz1i + (1− s)z2i; u4 = t); 0  s  1, with d(u)  dtds(@u=dt)(@u=ds).  is the
gluon condensate, and D and D1 are gluon correlation functions that fall o rapidly.
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; ~w  z1 − v
is proposed in references [6, 7, 8] the following the functional relation

(z1)
i lnW = hhF(z1)ii (4)




































































D(2 + 2) (6)














which together satisfy a relation
[V0 − V1 + V2]
0 = 0 (7)
of the same form as although not quite identical with that of Gromes [11]. In ei-
ther case, however, identical or not, only incidentally [12]. What should be noticed
though concerning the above procedures is that in passing from variation (3) to
variational derivative (4) the tacit assumption is made that there are in the varia-
tional area element a minimum of six quark and six antiquark coordinate degrees
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of freedom - an assumption clearly in error seeing as there does not exist as many.
Clearly the Wilson loop depends functionally on quark and antiquark world lines
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Determining the Hamiltonian then requires determination from the above of the full
six element fhhF iig which appear in (1) as the linearly transformed set
fij _z1hhFi(z1)ii; ij _z1hhFi(z1)iig (9)
- a set of vectors spanning the space of eld tensor elements. The rst subset
accounts for spin independent Vsi by Stokes theorem, and the second for spin de-
pendent Vso directly. It should be clear that the rst subset appears in variation (3).
Hence independence of Vso with respect to (3) follows from the linear independence
of vectors in the complete set (9). This independence is most readily established by
demonstrating the nonsingularity of the set’s coecient matrix
det
0BBBBBBBBBBBBB@
1 0 0 − _z2 − _z3 0
0 1 0 _z1 0 − _z3
0 0 1 0 _z1 _z2
− _z2 _z1 0 2 0 0
− _z3 0 _z1 0 2 0
0 − _z3 _z2 0 0 2
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCA
 (2− _z2)2
where the vectors have been arranged by row with eld tensor elements in ascending
order, left to right.
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hhF0j(z1)ii = 0j + ( _z
2
1 r^j − _z1j _z1ir^i)f
0
1(r) + ( _z1i _z2ir^j − _z2j _z1ir^i)f
0
2(r)
hhFij(z1)ii = ij + (r^i _z1j − r^j _z1i)f
0
1(r) + (r^i _z2j − r^j _z2i)f
0
2(r) (11)
yielding spin orbit potentials













D(2 + 2) (12)
















for arbitrary functions (f 01; f
0
2). Thus satisfying variation (3) while leaving Vso fully
unspecied.
3 specication of the svm Wilson loop expecta-
tion values
As in ref[10] the additional conditions needed to specify the Wilson loop Hamiltonian
of eq(1) are found from the functional expansion of the model’s dening statement










2)Va(r) + _z1  _z2Vb(r) (13)
+[( _z1  r^)
2 + (_z2  r^)




This leads to ( see appendix )
hhFij(z1)ii = ( _z1j r^i − _z1ir^j)V
0





















































































































































































































































A couple comments are in order. The above potential does indeed satisfy the Gromes
relation. Only incidentally, yes, though at face value remarkably so considering
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the several required cancellations. On the other hand the svm dening statement
projects out for the bi-local cumulanthF (u)F (v)i a very limited range of Lorentz
structures. Only two. Any number of additional structures might also be considered.
For example
[( _w − _w) _w + ( _w − _w) _w ]D2(w
2) ; _w = _u(t1)− _v(t2) (22)
for some new correlation function D2. That such a generalization could alter the
svm standing vis-a-vis the Gromes relation seems reasonable enough. In fact the
recent noncovariant work of Kalashnikova and Nefediev [9] strongly suggests that
it would. The question will not be discussed further in this article; here we report
results from the svm as presently formulated.
It should be noticed that the long range behavior does not coincide with that of
scalar connement; such asymptotics are ruled out for one by a non-vanishing V 02 .
In this region the svm spin dependence in the heavy antiquark limit reduces to that











dD(2 + 2): (23)







excepting the algebraic sign.
In ref.[8] a spin independent reduction to O(v2) is also carried out. There the
assumption is made of constant quark acceleration [14]





which possibly explains the dierences between that result and the one here, (16) -
(19), where no such assumption has been made.
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4 appendix
From the functional identity
(t)
(t0)
= (t− t0) (26)
the Taylor function and functional expansions are carried out to O(v2)
















































































































































where subscript \ 0" indicates evaluation at _z1 = _z2 = 0. The spatial eld tensor
Wilson loop expectation value to rst order is then
















































To evaluate the above rhs the svm, (2), is expanded via the O(v2) approximations
dS4i(u(t1)) = dt1ds1ri
dSij(u(t1)) = dt1ds1 _uirj
dS4j(v(t2)) = dt2ds2(rj − _rj + r¨j
2=2)
dSjk(v(t2)) = dt2ds2(rk _vj − _rk _vj − rkv¨j)
(u(t1)− v(t2))i(u(t1)− v(t2))j = 
2rirj +Oij
D((u(t1)− v(t2))




  s1 − s2 ;   t1 − t2
ui = s1z1i + (1− s1)z2i
vj = s2z1j + (1− s2)z2j
Oij  (ri _vj + rj _vi) + 
2 _vi _vj − 





where all rhs arguments are now t1 only ( (
2 + 2r2) for the correlators), resulting
after a tedium of manipulations in potentials (15) - (19 ). Then we expand















































2)Va(r) + _z1  _z2Vb(r)
+[( _z1  r^)
2 + (_z2  r^)






















































































































V 0f(r)  −(V
0
b (r)− Vd(r)=r) (42)
yielding
hhF ij(z1)ii = (r^
i _zj1 − r^
j _zi1)V
0
e (r) + (r^




which is equation (14), where
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